
SVATOBOR 2019 
- Rules for participants -

General informations:

Festival will take place at Saturday 15.6.2019 in the valley of the river Oslava near Nova ves, there will 
be pointers allong the way.  Arriving ideally on Friday afternoon. Departure of participants from the 
event during Sunday morning.

Please send us informations about number od participants/warriors/tents and what ethnicity you are 
reenacting (for example „Normans – 11.century.“) Latest by May 15th

Camp

Each group will be assigned a camp place on arrival. We ask participants not to make more than one fire 
for the one group and brought the camp and fireplace to its original state.

Contacts:

- organizational issues: kuba@sigurd.cz, +420 725 816 655

Equipment

From Saturday morning, it is necessary to be in costume. We believe that this can be monitored by each 
group itself.

Weapon and equipment for battle and competitive disciplines

For all combat activities, a metal helmet and armed hand protection is required.  Minimum torso 
protection is a gambeson / kaftan / layered woolen tunics. Sports protectors can not be seen. Throwing 
weapons and bows are not allowed in battle. Weapons are blunt, with no significant teeth on the 
blades. Long weapons will be checked before the fight. 

Maximum lenght of danax is to his owner's chin, Maximum lenght of spear is 2,5m. 

Hitting points

Hands and legs from elbows above, fuselage, head except throat. The attack is to be guided in such a 
way, that the person feels it, but not to injure him. Hitting points for spears are from the chest below 
(the spear stab, does not cut). The impact is recognized and confirmed by the person who is hit- we 
expect fair play. If you feel that your opponent "does not fall", do not scream before civilians, but pay 
him more :)

GPS: 49.1165878N, 16.3052986E 

We look forward to you!
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